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Description ðŸš€ "Ready for the Ultimate Road Adventure?" ðŸš€ Hello, fellow adventurer! We
know you're always on the lookout for the next big journey. That's why we're
thrilled to introduce you to the 2021 Jayco White Hawk 27RB Travel Trailer. This
isn't just any RV; it's your ticket to freedom, exploration, and unforgettable
memories. This travel trailer is packed with features designed to make your
travels comfortable and enjoyable. It sleeps up to 6 people, perfect for family
trips or getaways with friends. It comes with a fully-equipped kitchen, a cozy
living area, and a bathroom with a shower. Plus, it has a powerful AC and
generator to keep you cool and powered up no matter where you are. With a
weight of 6,385 lbs and a length of 31'8", it's the perfect balance of spaciousness
and maneuverability. What sets this RV apart is its unique selling points. It's not
just about the features; it's about the experiences they enable. Imagine waking up
to a beautiful sunrise in the middle of nowhere, cooking breakfast in your own
kitchen, and then setting off for another day of adventure. That's the kind of
freedom this RV offers. But don't just take our word for it. Check out our glowing
reviews on Google. Our customers love the quality of our RVs and the exceptional
service we provide. We're not just selling RVs; we're helping people live their
dreams. We understand that buying an RV is a big decision. That's why we're here
to help. We promise a pain-free experience, with no traditional dealer games.
We're located at 4615 W 3500 S in West Valley, Utah. Feel free to drop by or visit
our website at advancedrv.net for more information. Don't miss out on this
opportunity to elevate your travel experiences. Remember, adventure awaitsâ€¦
are you packed? ðŸš ðŸ’¨ Get Ready for Adventure with Advanced RV! ðŸŒ„ðŸ žï¸
ðŸ”§ Welcome to Advanced RV - Your Ultimate One-Stop-RV-Shop! ðŸ”§ ðŸ“ Find
us at: 4615 W 3500 S WVC, Utah ðŸ•°ï¸ Open Mon-Sat ðŸ“ž Call or Text: 801-810-
9583 ðŸŒ Visit: advancedrv.net Don't wait! Visit Advanced RV today and make
your RV dreams a reality! ðŸ •ï¸ðŸ›£ï¸ ðŸ“£ Call, Text, or Stop By Today! Get your RV
adventure underway with Advanced RV - Your One-Stop-RV-Shop! ðŸš ðŸ’¨ðŸ žï¸
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2021 Jayco White Hawk 27RB $36,997
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Basic information Year: 2021
Stock Number: 4K0087
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 32
GVW: 6600
Sleeps: 6
Slideouts: 1
Exterior Color: White

Item address West Valley City, Utah, United States
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